Prevention Through Design
Long-Term Benefits

**PS: As a member of the Z590.3 subcommittee for prevention through design (PTD), what is your role and why did you decide to become involved?**

**Wayne:** My role in developing the technical report and draft standard was to ensure that adequate consideration was given to identification of hazards, risk assessment and mitigation early in the design stage, seeking an acceptable level of risk (ALOR) in designs, rather than retrofitting for safety, as has been practiced for decades.

I have been involved with safety in the design phase of projects for years. For example, when working as corporate director of safety, programs were instituted and we worked closely with and audited engineering projects for incorporation of safety in designs.

Subsequently, my roles as project manager for NSC’s Institute for Safety Through Design, coeditor of the book Safety Through Design and author of several articles for Professional Safety and CAD publications led me to become involved and to share my expertise in the PTD technical report and draft standard.

**PS: What is the PTD concept and what is its place within the SH&E profession?**

**Wayne:** The need to determine hazards and risks in projects, whether they are new facilities, equipment, processes, technology, products or redesigns, is increasingly recognized worldwide. This attention is the result of the effort of safety professionals and many disasters that have occurred. It is important to have the culture and methodology necessary to achieve ALOR.

Safety practitioners, as well as engineers, architects, contractors, vendors and management, should be concerned with having suitable policy, plans, checklists, benchmarks, marketing concepts and demonstrated PTD culture. They must develop design objectives and measurable performance standards and audit this effort. There must be collaboration between safety, engineering and other functions.

It will be necessary to identify the knowledge and skills designers and other professionals need to acquire and to foster and create education programs (in-house or elsewhere) to ensure that all have an opportunity to contribute their full potential. Finally, hazard analysis and risk assessment policy and procedures must be established to ensure that engineering projects achieve ALOR.

**PS: What is management’s role in the PTD process?**

**Wayne:** CEOs and CFOs are key leaders in PTD. If the culture, desire and management support are not evidenced and demonstrated at all levels, the concept will fail as have so many other programs proposed in recent years. We must find techniques to market the concept so it will be sustainable. Managers should not assume that bad things will not occur.

PTD is especially vital with the current decrease in time between project concept and completion, coupled with concern for budget, time and funds that are generally not available for costly retrofitting after the project has been finalized. Failure to retrofit can leave projects with higher risk levels than desired. Our approach must be substantially modified to ensure that it can be attained. Unfortunately, retrofitting has been the norm for decades, but PTD may be the key to eliminating retrofit.

**PS: How soon into the PTD process should a safety design review be performed?**

**Wayne:** The PTD process must be started almost as soon as the project is conceptualized. A project team should be selected and include individuals from engineering, safety, procurement, personnel and operations. They must decide on the design objectives and agree that as hazards are identified, the associated risk will be assessed and mitigation techniques determined to reach ALOR. A tracking method is essential.

Risk identification and assessment must be an integral part of the design activity and not something where once a design is completed or construction has started, a safety person is contacted and a review is initiated. This generally results in retrofitting.

**PS: How are hazard analysis and risk assessment incorporated into the PTD process?**

**Wayne:** These are key functions in the procedure to ensure that ALOR is accomplished. Before we can perform a hazard analysis, engineers, archi-
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tects and others involved in the design process must have knowledge and skills and be capable of identifying hazards. Generally, their past education and experience cannot be relied upon nor can we accept any substituted view, such as that they always comply with published standards.

Education programs should be established (by ASSE and others, including companies) to enable engineers to become adept in hazard recognition and risk assessment. At the same time, in-house design checklists for engineers can and should be developed. A special checklist for designers is necessary, not a compilation of checklists used to inspect facilities, equipment, etc., which are essentially for the purpose of retrofitting rather than incorporating SH&E items into designs. Risk assessment is becoming increasingly recognized as necessary to ensure that hazards are reduced to ALOR. Therefore, it must be incorporated as a necessary function in design activity.

Alphonse Chapanis offered a challenge to engineers at ASSE’s 1986 professional development conference:

Everyone is at some time careless, complacent, overconfident, stubborn. Each of us becomes distracted, inattentive, bored, fatigued. We occasionally take chances, misunderstand, misinterpret, misread. As a result of these and other completely human characteristics, we sometimes do not do or use things in ways expected of us. Because we are human. These traits are fundamental and built into each of us, the equipment, machines and systems that we construct for our use have to be made to accommodate us the way we are and not vice versa. That is the second part of my title, a challenge. ‘To err is human, to forgive, design.’ Are you good, ingenious and dedicated enough to meet the challenge?

We must convey this challenge to engineers who are involved in our design or redesign projects. Do not assume; make sure they have accepted the challenge.

**PS: Benefits of PTD include reduced occupational injury/fatality rates and an improved bottom line. What are other long-term benefits of PTD?**

**Wayne:** Long-term benefits of PTD include better designs and reduction of the time from project conception to completion. In addition, the cost and time involved in retrofit actions are eliminated when design reviews are completed after the design is finished or construction has started or is completed, thereby continuing to improve the financial status of corporations.

As time passes, we note more and more experienced engineers, architects, safety professionals and other personnel retiring, thereby depleting accumulated experiential knowledge that aids in ensuring safe designs. We must ensure that incoming personnel in all of these categories have developed the knowledge and skills necessary to recognize hazards and assess risks via educational programs.

**PS: What are the Z590.3 subcommittee’s expectations for the draft Z590.3-201x standard if it is approved?**

**Wayne:** First, I feel confident the standard will be adopted. Second, as a group, expectations have not been discussed, but knowing other involved members, it seems safe to say that one major hope would be that there will be extensive communication, early recognition and implementation by large numbers of safety practitioners and members of management; that the practice will be to incorporate SH&E concerns in the design stage of projects.

Finally, within a corporation’s social concerns, it is hoped that PTD will be a strong factor, and safety can be improved for users (employees, contractors, vendors and the public). Essentially, it would be super to observe an explosion of companies taking action to implement PTD in their design work.

**PS: If there is one point you would like to emphasize to readers, what would that be?**

**Wayne:** It is that safety professionals, engineers, architects and others who frequently assume compliance with standards, regulations and codes produce safe operations would recognize that adopted standards and codes are valuable and must be followed. It is also important to remember they are minimum consensus documents that were agreed to by a fairly large and diverse group and do not necessarily represent the achievement of ALOR in individual design projects.

An interesting example of minimum standards is in the National Institute of Building Sciences’ Whole Building Design Guide information: “... intent of codes ... to mandate minimum standards that provide acceptable safety at an affordable cost. ... Many features of building codes are understood to represent a minimum standard ... almost always exceeded for reasons of comfort and amenity ... agreed ... minimum floor area of a bedroom is 70 sq ft with a minimum dimension of 7 ft in any horizontal direction” (www.wbdg.org/design/env_introduction.php). Would this size room be “acceptable” in your home?

ALOR can only be achieved if the hazards are identified, a risk assessment is completed, and risks are eliminated or mitigated to reach ALOR. It is important to recognize that the discussion relates to reaching an acceptable level of risk rather than zero risk, which may be unattainable or extremely costly.